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About This Game

Standing/Room scale VR only. HTC Vive or Oculus Touch required.

You have inherited an old pierhead arcade and you have the run of the place.
You can play any game in the arcade as many times as you want by yourself or invite friends into your arcade and play together.

Upload scores from each machine to compete on global leaderboards.

Teleport to any machine in view, no motion sickness.

All games use intuitive 1:1 hand motion to play. Throw a ball by throwing it!

Online and LAN multiplayer

Redeem toys at the gift shop using tickets you've won.

Listen to your favorite tunes on the built-in internet radio player.

Play classic coin-operated games such as:
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Rocket Ball

Basketball

Bowling

Comet Drop

Arctic Shuffle

Super Punch

Binary Dash

Honey Rush

Shooting Gallery

Scarab Toss

Dino Whack

Cannonball Bounce

Rapid Fire

Claw Machine

Zombie Shootout

https://springboardvr.com?game_verification=e108a750-00f4-11e8-be98-530625fa8497
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Title: Pierhead Arcade
Genre: Casual, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
Mechabit Ltd
Publisher:
Mechabit Ltd
Release Date: 21 Sep, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel i5 2500k

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: nVidia GTX 970

DirectX: Version 9.0

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 1 GB available space

Additional Notes: Requires HTC Vive or Oculus Touch

English
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Simple Zelda-like game, although about as short as the price tag implies (2-3 hours of playtime even if you go for 100%,
assuming no deaths).

+ The dungeons are good and atmospheric. They're complex and involve puzzles, but not unreasonably so.
+ The boss fights manage to be unique and engaging even though you're mostly just fighting them like you would normal
enemies. However, some of them are awfully short.
+ Gorgeous pixel art. The game never stops looking good.

- The item selection you're given throughout the game feels uninspired. The crossbow sees very little use outside of combat (and
it tends to be impratical in combat, too), and the pick becomes worthless the instant you're done with the mine dungeon. There
could've been done a lot more with riddles involving clever use of your items.
- The overworld is maze-like, empty and boring. There are no enemies to fight, no secrets to discover, and on your search for the
various dungeon entrances you'll often have to backtrack a couple of screens because you'll run into arbitrary dead ends with
nothing in them.
- Combat has hitbox issues and as a result feels very rough and somewhat un-fun. The game often registers a hit on you when the
enemy\/projectile didn't even visually touch you, and some enemies (the small slimes are the most obvious offenders) will sometimes
not register as hit even if your sword clearly went through them.
- There are several points in the game where you're forced to take damage to progress, something I've never been a fan of.

Overall, I did have my fun with this game, but... So much more could've been done with it. I'm a little disappointed.
Is it worth getting? At this price, yes, if you like the genre. Just don't expect too much.. This is a broken unresponsive piece of
pug\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 The controlls consists of two buttons that do the exact same thing , jump, and
even that is broken as hell. Sometimes you press the jump button and nothing happens, other times you press the button and the
damn dog jump a second too later. A side-scrolling-endless-runner shouldn't have FPS drops, but this one manages to. I bought this
game for my friends, and now I feel like a morron for exposing them to this \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665.
Please save your money, and buy a real pug.. Unlike past Tron vid games, RUN\/r has, like, zero story to it, which is a real
bummer. But I love seeing the big Tron Uprising characters in something new for the first time in years, and in glorious 3D. If you
want the models for all the major Tron, Tron Legacy, and Tron Uprising characters, buy the Season Pass, which has this DLC
included.. I got this game for \u00a30.08 after completing a card set for a much better game. If I were a petty man, if \u00a30.08
were worth my time, I'd refund it.. Fun game, well done for an indie game. Good graphics and sound, fun to play and quite
challenging.Those llamas are driving me craaazy. The only game (for now) to take interest in this capital period of modern history.
Just for that, it's already a must-try.. I know a lot of people that make the mistake of thinking Wolfenstein 3D is just a carbon copy
of Doom, a prototype of sorts. This is simply not true. Yes, both games are pioneering First Person Shooters, and yes, both games
were released within a short time from each other by the same developer, id Software, but no, they are not the same game. First of
all you can't easily move and shoot at the same time in Wolfenstein, a mechanic that is integral to Doom. Second, i find Wolfenstein
to be slower paced in general, with fewer enemies and more emphasis on exploration, but that may be just me. Both Doom an
WOlfenstein are wonderful games, and I recommend you play them both anyway.. Gameplay: Holy crap. This game claims to not
be early access, but maybe it should be. The premise is fine, and once you slog through the initial tutorial there's some fun to be had
but let me focus on your little robot pal. His voice is synthasized. Fine. But he has no natural pauses, and everything he says is a run
on sentence and it doesn't help that some of his words are wrong as well. It's nearly impossible to understand most of it. This alone
is the most annoying and seemingly unfinished part of the game. Additionally the tutorial is TORTURE. Compounding the robots
annoying speech is he NEVER SHUTS UP. You just stand there, waiting until the game finally decides you can do something again
and it just never ends. I have no idea how long the tutorial is, but too long is an adequate description. It wouldn't be so bad if you
could interact with the world, or the robot or do anything while he's talking or even if his speech was done in such a way you could
get interested in what he's saying but that isn't the case.
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I'll admit it, the tutorial burned me out and I can't stomach going back yet. And that's compounded by my next issue:

Technical: I have Oculus Touch, but the tracking in this game was so ... off, I had to give up. I've tried different setups but no
matter what I did I got wierd head movements, my hands don't track properly and even my hands themselves don't seem to respond
properly. I know Touch support is new, but 'pointing' is a pretty basic concept that the other Oculus Touch games I've played did
fine, even when uneccessary, whereas here I couldn't figure out what made me point. It just worked sometimes, and other times it
did not. They are hands, you grip the button, rest the thumb and point with the index finger in Arizona Sunshine. It's natural, it
makes sense and it makes interacting with the world the same.

Just to check, I then tried other games like Job Simulator, SPT and Arizona Sunshine in Oculus, and Job Simulator and Overkill in
SteamVR and my setup worked fine in those cases so I have no idea why Far Beyond has so many tracking issues for me but that
combined with a mind-numbing tutorial put an early close on my time here.

I'll be waiting for an update to try again.. Below average horror game with really annoying sound fx and weird uncomfortable
controls. The animations and graphics are incredibly low quality.

I got scared a couple times but if all you're looking for is jump scares with no atmosphere I think you can do better than this.. Has
potential but needs updates.
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Dead multiplayer. Dead Game.. Couldn't believe my eyes when I saw this pop up on Steam - I spent so many hours in the late
80s and early 90s playing this on a variety of old-school Macs. This seems to be pretty much a perfect recreation of the classic,
down to the amazing sound effects. Blem. Blem. Blem. AaaAAAaah!. This is the best game I've bought recently, I highly
recommend it! I love the retro feel - and the music is so cool, not to mention the character illustrations.

The story line is really good too - in the training level, you are introduced to the Ninja Master who teaches you the way of the
ninja and all the controls to play the game. You throw your discs at ememies to kill them, and you can even catch your own discs
as they bounce off the walls and come back towards you like a true ninja.

Even though it's fast paced it's quick and easy to pick up. It's full of surprises too! Just after learning from the ninja master in
the training level, I had to put my skills to the test by battling the very master himself.

You can choose from a range of characters - I chose to play as Gustav on the first level as he most resembled me with his
moustache and mexican vibe. I was glad to discover I could change my character at any stage and chose Alyssa for the next level
cos she looks cooler with her purple hair. As you progress, you can unlock new outfits and stuff too which adds to the story.

The baddy's are pretty varied - there are the bog standard trolls, and then the more dangerous ones to keep you on your toes. The
bosses can be pretty funny too, the first boss I came across was a big ape throwing banana peels at me!

I've been playing this on my laptop, but I'm definitely going to have to get the console version of this. Get it now!. At first,
Masters of the World looks like a deep, engaging and thrilling simulator of worldwide politics. If you made the same mistake
that I did by purchasing the $70 bundle with the game, updated content, and the modding tool, you'd better hurry and refund
that. If you really want to see what this game has to offer then you should just buy the base game.

Unfortunately, the problems with MotW appear immediately. Right off the bat, the tutorial was unable to figure out that I had
successfully changed some spending priorities as it had instructed me to, preventing me from progressing further. Armed only
with the knowledge of how to navigate the map and modify the budget, I tried to start a new game. It was extremely difficult
selecting a leader that wasn't of the same party as the current leader, turning the start-up process into a mess as I accidentally
changed unrelated settings attempting to figure out how to change the leader. I eventually figured it out - though I can't even
remember how I did - and entered the game.

Immediately, the game became campy and even amusing. To communicate to the player even basic messages, an ugly and
poorly-rendered person takes over your screen to talk to you about how well you're doing. The voice acting was so robotic and
unnatural, the first 7 hours I played I was certain it was just a text-to-speech software. These messages quickly become
repetitive: whenever there is a terrorist cell in a foreign country, someone will come on the screen and deliver a useless,
rambling explanation of the "Brown model" without giving you any real information (they'll mention percentages and numbers
that sound important, but turn out to be repetitive filler that doesn't change situation to situation). Afterwords the game will give
you a static text box telling you the real information: where the cell is, what it does and how to contact them. You can skip these
messages (and thankfully by doing so you're not actually missing anything), but the fact that Eversim put so much effort into
something so unnecessary - and in fact something that hinders the gameplay experience - shows where their priorities are.

The rest of the game's graphics do not fare well, either. The game has extreme and severe lag somehow, even when countries are
basically trees, lakes, and geometrically simple cities that consist of about a dozen buildings. As mentioned earlier, the character
models look horrendous, but the developers seem to enjoy showing off. The interface is a problem (which is not uncommon for
an Eversim game), with the developers trying to make fancy-looking infographics hidden behind dozens of menus and tabs.

If these problems weren't major enough, the game is buggy, crashes very often, and Eversim has completely given up on it.
Eversim has a history of spending about 6 months on a political game, updating it rarely for a 6-month period, and then
disappearing to work on a sequel. Their sequel to this game is coming out soon (the release date has already passed with no
announcement) and judging by the trailers, it preserves the terrible graphics and confusing interface. If Eversim settled on a
game, kept updating it, used a reasonable price, and actually made a working tutorial, they wouldn't have a 42% positive score
on Steam.. Got to room 3, and after about an hour of clicking blindly and not finding any clues, I quit and refunded the game.
There are still a lot of bugs, which are unfortunately blocking. I don't mind a glitch in an otherwise good game, but finding notes
which, due to a bug, don't contain the code you need to progress, is just silly and annoying, because you don't even know the
solution was supposed to be on that note...
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Too bad, was promising.. big heads, and short arms. More of everything. Much more!. the B-29 is an extremely intrecate but
simple cockpit design, its easy to understand the flight controlls and a fairly easy aircraft to fly. Its not the fastest when
compared to the other WWII bombers from FSX but has much more features and realistic details than them; it even allows you
to take the gunner,pilot,co-pilot,engineer,navigaton, or bombadiers position while flying the plane and even allows you to drop
two full payloads from the aircrafts bomb bay. it is a great aircraft with tons of detail and fairly simple flight controlls.

I would highly recomend it.. Quite something. 10/10. good F2P MMO game thats not complete P2W

just do not touch PvP
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